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INTRODUCTION
Located in Northern Colorado, at the foothills of the Rocky Mountains,
Lafayette Colorado is situated to take advantage of the agricultural
plains, the local geological features such as the once abundant coal
deposits, and the beauty of the proximity of the mountains due west.
These features originally drew homesteaders to the site of the city, and it
continues to draw residents and visitors today. Platted in 1888 by Mary
Miller, and named Lafayette after her late husband, Lafayette, Colorado
served an important role in the coal mining history of Colorado, allowing
the expansion of the railroads and supporting the machinery of the hard
rock mines to the west. These beginnings created a close-knit, thriving
community that has become the community we know today.
PURPOSE
Built Environment Evolution of Boulder, CO initiated the East Simpson Street
Intensive Survey at the request of the City of Lafayette, with support from
the Colorado State Historic Fund. Goals of the project include the
identification of structures that have the history and architecture to
enable them to be listed as a local, state or national historic landmark. In
addition, common architectural elements found in the survey area were
to be described with a suggested designation and relative importance, to
encourage commercial growth and development while assisting the
community with the identification of cultural heritage worth protecting
and saving. The study included 31 properties along East Simpson Street,
found between the 100 and 500 blocks.
PROJECT RESULTS
The study produced 31 History Colorado Architectural Inventory forms, a
final Survey Report, and a presentation to inform the public and city staff
of the findings. Of the 31 properties surveyed, 12 properties were found to
be eligible for the National Register, 15 appear to be eligible for the State
Register, and 28 appear to be eligible for the City of Lafayette landmark
designation.
FUNDING
This project was paid for in part by a Certified Local Government Grant to
the City of Lafayette, CLG Grant Number CO-13-15. The survey was
conducted following the guidelines of the History Colorado Office of
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Archaeology and Historic Preservation publication of the Colorado
Cultural Resource Survey Manual (2013).
“The activity that is the subject of this material has been financed in
part with Federal finds from the National Historic Preservation Act,
administered by the National Park Service, U.S. Department of the
Interior for History Colorado. However, the contents and opinions do
not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the U.S. Department of
the Interior or History Colorado, nor does the mention of trade names
or
commercial
products
constitute
an
endorsement
or
recommendation by the Department of the Interior or History
Colorado.”
“This program receives Federal funds from the National Park Service.
Regulations of the U.S. Department of the Interior strictly prohibit
unlawful discrimination in departmental Federally-assisted programs
on the basis of race, color, national origin, age or handicap. Any
person who believes he or she has been discriminated against in any
program, activity, or facility operated by a recipient of Federal
assistance should write to: Director, Equal Opportunity Program, U.S.
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 1849 C Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20240.”
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PROJECT AREA
USGS MAP

1
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USGS Map – Area Around the City of Lafayette, CO
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USGS Map – City of Lafayette, Survey Area on E Simpson ST
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Map of Survey Area, Courtesy of the City of Lafayette
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF WORK
The City of Lafayette East Simpson Street Intensive Survey project began in
June 2013, with a kick off meeting. Representatives from the City of
Lafayette, the Colorado State Historic Fund, and Built Environment
Evolution (BEE) discussed the parameters of the survey, the objectives and
expectations.
Resources identified for study for the survey were chosen by the City of
Lafayette, as they represented many of the oldest surviving structures from
the initial development of the City of Lafayette, and it is an area with an
increase in urban development. Resources identified for inclusion in the
survey were documented using the History Colorado Architectural
Inventory form 1403. The 31 properties were evaluated in the field, with
each structure documented by creating a description of the physical
structures; materials; architectural styles, features and design elements;
conditions; intrusions; additions; and the site elements and conditions.
Field sketches were checked and supplemented by existing aerial photos.
The 31 properties were photographed, including all site elements, using a
digital camera to produce high quality, detailed jpgs ( 25” x 36” 300dpi
images). Photos were printed to archival standards designated by the
Colorado State Historic Fund guidelines. Two copies of black and white
photos were identified using archival labels, with the Smithsonian
identification number, address, elevation or view identified, and
photographer. Site sketches were produced for each property.
INTENSIVE SURVEY
Historical research at various libraries around the Denver Metro area
produced information both for the history of the City of Lafayette, and for
the individual properties. The substantial portion of research came from
the Boulder Carnegie Library branch, with numerous interviews of families
that were influential in the development of the town. The Lafayette
Historical Society provided many references that were otherwise
unavailable. Boulder County Assessor digital records were reviewed at
length to identify the original owners, which often were not recorded.
Assessor cards from 1948 and 1970 were examined for additional
information, and scanned to provide additional historic images of the
surveyed properties. This Final Survey Report includes the evaluations of
the surveyed properties, an overview of history for the area, as well as the
specifics found for East Simpson Street and the residents that were crucial
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to the development of the town. Maps in the previous section delineate
the survey boundaries and the specific locations for the surveyed
properties.
EVALUATION OF ELIGIBILITY
The 31 properties were evaluated for eligibility for listing with the National
Register of Historic Places, the Colorado State Register of Historic
Properties, and the local City of Lafayette Register of Historic Properties.
The National Register is a national inventory of historic structures, districts,
sites, and objects deemed as significant and as contributing to the history
and cultural heritage of the United States. The register is administered by
the National Park Service. In Colorado, the Office of Archeology and
Historic Preservation (OAHP) of History Colorado administers the National
Register program, as well as the Colorado Register program. The City of
Lafayette administers the City Register, in conjunction with the Lafayette
Historic Preservation Board. The criteria presented below were used to
evaluate the eligibility of all the surveyed properties.
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NATIONAL REGISTER CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture is present in
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association, and:

A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history; or
B. That are associated with the lives of significant persons in or past; or
C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
may lack individual distinction; or
D. That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or
prehistory.
Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, graves of historical figures, properties owned by religious institutions or used
for religious purposes, structures that have been moved from their original locations, reconstructed historic
buildings, properties primarily commemorative in nature, and properties that have achieved significance within
the past 50 years shall not be considered eligible for the National Register. However, such properties will
qualify if they are integral parts of districts that do meet the criteria or if they fall within the following categories:

a. A religious property deriving primary significance from architectural or artistic
distinction or historical importance; or
b. A building or structure removed from its original location but which is primarily
significant for architectural value, or which is the surviving structure most importantly
associated with a historic person or event; or
c. A birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if there is no
appropriate site or building associated with his or her productive life; or
d. A cemetery that derives its primary importance from graves of persons of
transcendent importance, from age, from distinctive design features, or from
association with historic events; or
e. A reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environment and
presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan, and when no
other building or structure with the same association has survived; or
f. A property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition, or symbolic
value has invested it with its own exceptional significance; or
g. A property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of exceptional
importance.
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LAFAYETTE LANDMARK CRITERIA
(1) The board and city council shall consider the following criteria in reviewing
nominations of properties for designation:
(a)
Historic landmarks. Historic landmarks must be at least fifty (50)
years old and meet one or more of the criteria for architectural,
social/historic or geographic/environmental significance as
described below. An historic landmark may be exempt from the
age standard if it is found to be exceptionally important in other
significant criteria.
(b)
Historic sites shall meet one or more of the following criteria:
(i)
Architectural criteria.
(aa)
Exemplifies specific elements of an architectural
style or period;
(bb)
Example of the work of an architect or builder who
is recognized for expertise nationally, statewide, regionally, or locally;
(cc)
Demonstrates superior craftsmanship or high artistic
value;
(dd)
Represents an innovation in construction, materials
or design;
(ee)
Style particularly associated with Lafayette or one
of its neighborhoods;
(ff)
Represents a built environment of a group of
people in an era of history;
(gg)
Pattern or grouping of elements representing at
least one of the above criteria; or
(hh)
Significant historic remodel.
(ii)

Social/historic criteria.
(aa)
Site of historic event that had an effect upon
society;
(bb)
Exemplifies cultural, political, economic or social
heritage of the community; or
(cc)
Association with a notable person or the work of a
notable person.

(iii)

Geographic/environmental criteria.
(aa)
Enhances sense of identity of the community; or
(bb)
An established and familiar natural setting or visual
feature of the community.

(2) Archaeological sites (historic and prehistoric) shall meet one or more of the
following criteria:
(i)

Architectural criteria.
(aa)
Exhibits distinctive characteristics of a type, period
or manner of construction; or
(bb)
A unique example of structure.

(ii)

Social/historic criteria.
(aa)
Demonstrable potential to make an important
contribution to the knowledge of the area's
history or prehistory;
(bb)
An association with an important event in the area's
development;
(cc)
An association with a notable person(s) or the work
of notable person(s);
(dd)
A typical example/association with a particular
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(ee)
(iii)
(3)

ethnic group; or
A unique example of an event in Lafayette's history.

Geographic/environmentalcriterion:
regionally important.

geographically

or

All sites will be evaluated for their physical integrity using the
following criteria, but a site need not meet all of the
following criteria:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Shows

character, interest or value as part of the
development, heritage or cultural characteristics of
the community, region, state or nation;
Retains original design features, materials and/or
character;
Original location or same historic context after having
been moved; and
Has been accurately reconstructed or restored based on
documentation.

PREPARATION OF FORMS
Following the completion of the field survey and historical research,
Architectural Inventory forms (1403) were prepared for each property.
Each form included the CLG Grant Number (CO-13-15), the resource
number (the Smithsonian number assigned to a property), a temporary
resource number (the number assigned by the Boulder County Assessors
office), information on a property’s current owner, historic owner, parcel
number, geographic location, date of construction, building materials,
architectural description, style, alterations, associated buildings, historical
background, construction history, assessment of eligibility for the National
Register, State Register and Local Register, areas of significance, period of
significance, level of significance, statement of significance, physical
integrity related to significance, recording information, sources of
information, site plan field sketch, maps, and photos. All items of the
survey and the final report have been submitted to the City of Lafayette
and History Colorado for review and comment before the final
documents were produced.
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PUBLIC MEETINGS
In addition to the kickoff meeting noted on page 11, the surveyors
discussed the project with the staff of the Lafayette Planning Division. A
public meeting to inform the City of Lafayette Historic Preservation Board
and the general public was scheduled to announce the findings and
recommendations from the survey, and to answer any questions
concerning the report, properties, or future development considerations.
PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
Karen Westover, Historic Preservation Board Liaison for the City of
Lafayette coordinated the survey project and was the CLG grant
administrator. Built Environment Evolution (BEE) of Boulder, Colorado
conducted the Intensive Historic Building Survey of East Simpson Street,
Lafayette, CO, for the City of Lafayette. Natalie Feinberg Lopez of BEE
completed research, fieldwork, determined eligibility of resources,
prepared the forms, maps, photos, and the survey report. Angela Urrego,
of BEE, prepared field sketch site plans for individual properties.
Elizabeth Blackwell, Historic Preservation Specialist from OAHP,
administered the project for the State Historic Fund, and reviewed the
survey forms and report. National and State Register eligibility evaluations
were discussed in April 2014, with Ms. Blackwell, Ms. Peterson, Ms.
Westover, and Ms. Lopez present, after which final eligibility comments
were produced by the OAHP offices.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Important contributions to the project were made by the City of Lafayette
and the State Historic Fund staff. The Lafayette Historical Society, Carnegie
Library Staff, and the Boulder County Assessors office provided valuable
assistance to find obscure information that contributed to the
completeness of the historical research. Countless hours have been
dedicated over the years to the interviews and transcripts of Lafayette
residents and families, which have created a detailed and vivid account
of Lafayette from its earliest days. These are invaluable records and
significant contributions to the heritage of the City of Lafayette. To all who
assisted with the survey, all at BEE offer sincere gratitude.
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
INTRODUCTION
The Colorado plains, in the area where the City of Lafayette was settled,
at the foot of the Rocky Mountains, has an ancient human history that
began up to 16,000 years ago. The Front Range has various streams and
tributaries feeding the grasslands just to the east of the mountains,
allowing for a diversity of wildlife and hardy ecosystems. It is thought that
various ancient large mammals roamed the area, including mastodon,
mammoth, bison, and horses. The first indigenous peoples of the area are
thought to have used stone tools, with evidence of Clovis culture found in
Littleton, Colorado and Weld County Colorado. Evidence of Folsom
culture was found in the area near Ft Collins, Colorado. Because these
areas surround the Lafayette settlement site, it is assumed that these
ancient cultures shared the same land following the migration patterns of
ancient game.
The first recorded history of indigenous cultures of Boulder County, include
the Arapahoe, Cheyenne, and Ute Native American tribes. The
Comanche tribes were known to be in the plains during the 1700’s, but
there is no record of their presence in the Boulder valley. The Ute tribes
often remained in the mountains, while the Arapahoe and the Cheyenne
remained on the plains. Their migration patterns along the Front Range
would have taken them through the area of Lafayette on an annual
basis, while hunting buffalo, deer, and smaller game.
Waves of explorers come through Boulder County, and possibly the area
of Lafayette. Major Stephen Long and his expedition come to the area in
1820 while exploring the west for the US government. It is possible that
Spanish and/or French explorers would have made their way through the
county before Long’s visit, but no documentation exists to substantiate
their visit to Boulder County. Mountain men soon followed the expedition
led by Long, and came to the Rocky Mountains and Boulder County for
pelts in years between the 1820-1840s.
It is not until the gold mining boom came to Boulder County that there
was a great influx in settlement and development. Gold was discovered
in 1858, and thus many of the mining towns to the west of Lafayette
began to grow. Coal mining began along Marshall Mesa in 1859, with up
to 130 coal mines in the records over the years, with additional smaller
mines that may have never been listed. The coal from Marshall powered
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the equipment used in hard rock mining operations. Irrigation ditches
were dug to support the growing townships and the homesteads in the
area. Schools were built, silver was discovered, and the small towns begin
to expand, leading more settlers to make the move west.
MINING MAKES THE TOWN – LAFAYETTE’S BEGINNINGs
Mary Elizabeth Foote Miller and her new husband, Lafayette Miller, came
west with three wagons as part of 50-wagon train in 1863. Their destination
was just south of the new town of Longmont, Colorado, and was a 160acre homestead in Burlington. This is now known as the Burlington Land
scam. The Millers had been taken in by this scam, and needed an
alternative place to settle. They purchased the Rock Creek House, an Inn
and stage stop north of Rock Creek. The inn was located on the Overland
Trail, which was the wagon trail connecting Cheyenne and Denver.
Cowboys moving cattle from Texas to Denver would often stop at the Inn
for a break from life on the trail. Mary Miller recounted to her grandson
Frank Miller her memories of US General Grant and General Sherman, who
came for overnight stays at the Rock Creek Inn. Mary’s sister and husband
purchased the next stage stop to the south, near present day Broomfield.
After seven years of owning the Rock Creek Inn, the Millers purchased a
homestead, consisting of 320 acres. Lafayette opened butcher shops in
Erie and in Boulder. The farm thrived with wheat, oats, corn, hay, fruit
orchards, vineyards, berry patches, horses, cows, and pigs. In 1874,
Lafayette Miller took an interest in the politics, and moved the family to
Boulder where he became the town trustee, and narrowly missed
becoming mayor.
In 1878, Lafayette Miller died. The description of the funeral included all
funeral honors, with the Odd Fellows in full regalia, three fire companies,
with a hook and ladder truck draped in mourning colors and evergreen
decoration. After Lafayette’s death, Mary Miller moved the family back to
the farm.
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Coal Mining Union Headquarters for local Union No. 1388, UMW of A, E Simpson St.
Lafayette, CO. c1905. Building no longer exists. Photo courtesy of Carnegie Library,
Boulder, CO.

COAL MINING LOCALLY
Coal mining in the region began in Marshall, Colorado, and by the time of
Lafayette Miller’s death, the coalfields were in full swing, with new mines in
Erie and soon after, mines were developed in Louisville. The railroad first
came to Erie to collect the coal, which fed the railroads from Cheyenne
to Denver to Kansas City, encouraging the development of the railways,
and the cities that connected them. Railroads helped to secure Denver
as the capital of Colorado, one of the major commerce centers of the
west that was compared to San Francisco due to the population and
wealth. Gold and silver production was dependent upon the railroads for
transportation, as were wheat, sugar beets and livestock producers. The
development of the railroads was fueled (literally) by the coal excavated
from the northern coalfields and the mines of Lafayette and the
surrounding area. The mining activities in Lafayette made direct
contributions to the development of the State of Colorado, as well as the
western United States. The mines drew immigrants from all over, starting
with England, Scotland, Wales and Germany. After the surface coal had
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been collected, new technology was needed to build the deep shafts
required to reach the coal deposits not yet extracted. Knowledge and
experience from the British Isles and Germany was brought with
immigration. As the industry boomed, the coal mines had representatives
at the docks on the east coast, who sent immigrants to Colorado. The
second wave of immigrants to the northern coal fields often came from
Greece and Italy. The newly opened coal fields in the south, in the area of
Pueblo, CO, had better coal and more of it. This challenged the success
of the northern coal fields, and stunted the development of the area. The
two areas had some differences, with the northern coal field companies
encouraging individuals to own their houses, along with some land to till.
The coal in the northern coal fields was as soft, lignite coal, that would
deteriorate when exposed to air, requiring the coal to be mined as the it
was in demand. There was more demand for coal in the winter months,
and less in the summer months, when the mine companies would lay off
their workers or decrease hours. This allowed miners in the north to work
their land in the summer months, and provide food for the family. In the
southern coal fields, housing was developed by the mining companies,
and was surrounded by arid desert, making workers more dependent on
the company.
Absentee owners often owned the coal mines. Miners from England,
Scotland, Wales and Germany often talked of establishing a Miner’s
Union. The Knights of Labor came to Erie and Lafayette was the first union
to arrive in Colorado and by 1886 would have 1 million members. Unions
and strikes began before the turn of the century, in an attempt to provide
the miners with rights to decent pay, and reasonable labor hours. Mother
Jones, an activist of the period, came to the area to defend the unions.
There were many long, and sometimes violent struggles between the
miners and the companies that owned the mines. This often created
tensions between established miners, and the new immigrants who
arrived, having been hired in Europe and the east coast with no idea that
they were scabs in the labor disputes. These tensions gave rise to the Ku
Klux Klan in the area. It took many years to calm the hostilities created
during the strikes.
The Lafayette Local 1388 of the United Mine Workers of America (UMWA)
was a critical component to the long coal mine strikes that began in 1910
and continued through 1914. There were growing grievances, but a
requested wages increase and the unanimous refusal of the increase by
the mine operators on April 4th, 1910 was the initial cause of the beginning
of the strike. Boulder County Deputies were brought to Lafayette to keep
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the peace on both sides, and the Mayor closed the saloons. As the strike
progressed, striking miners were no longer allowed to gather. On
December 23, 1910, sixteen strikers were arrested for gathering in the
streets (perhaps E Simpson, but that is not confirmed), and sent to jail in
Denver. Each man was sent to jail for one year, but later released after
negotiations by the Local Union 1388. Tensions and hostility increased over
the years, erupting in shootings, deaths, lynch mobs, and local Sheriffs and
Deputies going to extremes to keep the peace. By 1914, 3000 mine
workers were out of work, and had had little pay except what the Union
could provide, which was about $5 per week. On April 20, 1914, shooting
began both in the northern and southern coal fields, and many strikers,
scabs and officials were shot, and some killed. President Wilson eventually
called in Federal troops, who arrived May 1, 1914. The strike eventually
ended in December of 1914, but the workers’ pay was not increased. All
returned to work in January, 1915.
Coal mining continued to experience strikes and the northern coal fields
began to decline. The Simpson Coal Mine closed in 1926. The strike at the
Columbine Mine in 1927 ended with six miners dead, five of whom were
buried at the Lafayette cemetery. An explosion at the Monarch Mine in
Louisville killed eight miners in 1936, another example of the dangers the
miners were exposed to on a daily basis. As coal continued to decline,
natural gas was developed in the area. More and more coal mines
closed. The last mine to close in Lafayette was the Black Diamond Mine in
1956, representing the close of an era, and the end of the northern coal
fields.

Workers at the Simpson Mine, c1905.
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Image of the Simpson Mine, no longer in existence. Image is courtesy of the Lafayette
Historical Society.

SIMPSON MINE, FAMILY HISTORY, AND MARY MILLER
Joseph Simpson was born in 1853 in Maryport, England, the fifth son of
James Simpson. He became a merchant seaman at the age of 11. He
was discharged in 1877 as a first Lieutenant. In 1879, Joe Simpson left
England at his brother John’s invitation to come to the farm belonging to
Mary Miller in Colorado. John Simpson had come to an agreement with
Mary Miller to lease a portion of her land to start the Simpson coal mine.
Joe took ten days to cross the Atlantic, and nearly a month to cross the US
to Louisville, Colorado, the closest town to the proposed mine site. The
Simpson Mine opened in 1887, with 80 employees working a coal vein 14
feet wide, and it was described by the state mine inspector as the most
up-to-date mine in the Boulder Valley. Running the mine was a family
affair, with father James Simpson, and sons John, Joe, and William. The
mine was open from 1887 to 1926.
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Joseph Simpson, Residence at 303 E Simpson, Simpson Mine owner and Engineer. 1920.
Photo courtesy of the Lafayette Library.
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In 1887, Joe took his new family and the small house he built and moved
them all to the Simpson Mine mining camp. Joe purchase his lot from
Mary Miller for $75. Mary Miller was part of the temperance movement,
and forbade the selling, trade or giving of alcoholic beverages on any
land she sold on the east side of the Lincoln Highway, or what is now
called Public Road. Mrs. Miller was anxious to replace the miners shacks
and lean-to structures of the mining camp that supported the new
Simpson Mine with houses of solid construction. Joe Simpson’s house was
the first on the street, and it remains today.

Image of some of the first houses in Lafayette, east of Public Road. Photo courtesy of
Carnegie Library, Boulder, CO.

Soon after the opening of the Simpson Mine, other coal mines quickly
opened. The Cannon Mine opened on land leased from Mary Miller. The
Cannon Mine was plagued by many cave-ins, and closed shortly after
opening (1888-1898). Soon after, the Excelsior Mine, Spencer Mine, and
the Gladstone Mine opened.
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COAL MINES LISTED IN LAFAYETTE
IN THE
BOULDER COUNTY DIRECTORY FROM 1904
Continental Fuel Company
Strathmore Mine
Haywood Mine
Simpson Mine
Padfield Mine
Tommy Vaughn Slope Mine
Rocky Mt Fuel Company
Maryland Coal and Land Company
Reese Slope Mine
As the mining camps began to bring more people to the area, Mary Miller
decided it was time to establish a town. In 1888, she contributed 150 acres
of land and had it platted in in January, naming the new community after
her departed husband, Lafayette Miller. Mary’s son Thomas J. Miller
incorporated the town in 1889, and become the first mayor of Lafayette,
which had 250 residents. By 1891, Lafayette had grown to 1000 residents,
and Miller sold more of her land to build the town. Miller’s own home was
built in 1888, on nearby Cleveland Street. It was the first home to have an
indoor bathtub, water closet, and lavatory, and many visited the house in
awe. Mary Miller did well, dressed the part and entertained often, leading
some to call her Queen Elizabeth. She built the Congregational Church in
1892 (at 300 E Simpson St, listed on the National Register of Historic Places).
Protestants were welcome in Lafayette, but Catholics were not, and they
walked to Louisville to go to church. Mary Miller started the Lafayette Bank
in 1902. She was the first female bank president in the US (and maybe in
the world, was the word around town.) The bank was closed in 1914 due
to UMWA loans that were not repaid after extended strikes. The town of
Lafayette continued to be a critical contributor to the coal industry, which
created a healthy base to a thriving community.
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Image of Sheriff deputies in front of the Mary Millers Bank, 400 E Simpson St, - no longer in
existence. 1912. Photo courtesy of Carnegie Library, Boulder, CO.

LAFAYETTE TOWN HISTORY
On January 24, 1900, starting at 4am, the town of Lafayette burned. The
fire started in a lodger’s room in the northern part of town, and the windy
night fanned the flames through the rest of the town, much of which was
built of stud frame wood construction that burned quickly. The next
morning, it was discovered the business district was hardest hit, with the
destruction of most of the stores, including the post office, the drug store,
the opera house, the billiards parlor, the bakery, and the livery stables. The
estimated financial losses were approximately $100,000, which included
the stores of the coal companies, with $25,000 in merchandise stock that
was destroyed. Reconstruction began immediately, with E Simpson quickly
becoming a thriving commerce center quickly.
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LIST OF E SIMPSON STREET BUSINESSES
FROM THE
1904 BOULDER COUNTY DIRECTORY (SURVEY AREA ONLY)
Miners Trad CoS Store, Simpson btw Michigan and Iowa
Miller & Barnd – Attorney, Simpson and Iowa
Morgan JM – City Clerk and NP, Simpson btw Michigan and Iowa – res the
same
Bakeries
Miller, Christ, Simpson btw Michigan and Iowa
Banks
Lafayette Bank, Jas P Miller, cashier, Simpson and Iowa
Barber Shops
Stobs & Berry, Simpson btw Couch and Iowa
Bowling Alley
Lipsy, John, Simpson btw Harrison and Couch
Boarding House
Mayrhoper, Mrs May, Michigan & Simpson
Churches
Congregational, Rev Kephart, Pastor, (res. Boulder) Simpson and Couch
Clothing and Gents Furnishings (also see Dry Goods)
Montgomery, MF, Simpson and Michigan
Confections
Dismuke, WO – Simpson btw Iowa and Couch
Dentists
Goodwin, Dr AE – Simpson btw Iowa and Michigan
Dressmaking
Bryan and Wood, Simpson btw Iowa and Michigan
Reinheimer and Barb, Simpson btw Iowa and Michigan
Drugs
Madison, MF, Simpson btw Iowa and Michigan
Smith, GW Simpson and Iowa
Dry Goods, Groceries and Gen MDSE
Bermone and Van Debergh, simpson and iowa
Frantz, WH, Simpson and Michigan
Louisville and Lafayette Supply Co, Simpson and Michigan
Miners Trading Co., Simpson btw Michigan and Iowa
Van Deren Bros., Simpson btw. Michigan and Iowa
Express Companies
Adams Express Co. JW Overstreet agt., E Simpson
Furniture
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Bermont and Van Deberg, Simpson and Iowa
Jewelers and Watchmakers – Iowa and Simpson
Livery
JD & Sons, livery, feed & sale stables, Simpson btwn Gough and
iowa
Webber, James – Livery and Feed Stable, Simpson btw Iowa and
Michigan
Meat Market
City Market – Simpson btw Iowa and Michigan
Miners Trading Co., Simpson btw Michigan and Iowa
Moon, WW., Simpson btw Iowa and Gough
Millinery
Bryan and Wood, Simpson btw Iowa and Michigan
Physicians
Buckner, Dr. E I., Simpson and Iowa
McCarmack, Dr. John, Simpson and Iowa
Plumbers
Fisher, JB and Son, Simpson and Michigan
Post Office
Beckett EE PM Simpson btw Iowa and Michigan
Railroad Depots
B&M. r.r., J.W. Owerstreet, agt, E Simpson
Restaurants
Dismuke, WO, Simpson btw Iowa and Gough
Shoes and Shoe Repairing
Webber, Jas., Simpson btw Michigan and Iowa
Telephone
Colorado Telephone Co., MF Madison, agt Simpson btw Iowa &
Michigan
Recollections of the earliest times of E Simpson Street, recounted older
Lafayette residents to members of the Lafayette Historical Society, all
have in common the small town camaraderie among residents, despite
everyone having little extra money. All houses had outhouses, and were
without running water until sometime in the 1950s, soon followed by gas
lines that replaced the coal stoves. There are many recollections of
waiting in line for the outhouse during inclement weather. Heat was often
provided by coal burning stoves, and iceboxes were wooden boxes with
ice that was delivered by wagon. Crops grown during the summer would
be stored in root cellars over the winter. In 1901, electricity came to
Lafayette, and all homes along E Simpson St had access if they could
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afford it. The electric power plant would turn the electricity on at 5am until
dawn, and then again turn the electricity on at dusk until 10pm. Oil lamps
would be used when the electricity was turned off. Electricity was $1.50 a
month, and when a bulb burned out, it was replaced at no cost. Wash
day was recounted as an unpleasant memory, with an entire day being
dedicated to the heating of water, washing the clothes, and using an iron
heated on the coal stove, with the whole family participating to prepare
the clothing for the week. Many remember the winter snows that would
slow down the travels along E Simpson Street and allow local children to
sled down the street. Many remembered various Christmases where all
would join together on E Simpson Street around the town Christmas tree to
sing carols before returning home for family celebrations. People would
travel between homes to deliver baked goods and good wishes. “At that
time, boys and girls of my age did not know whether they were wealthy or
poor, but in retrospect it is clear that we were rich in spirit of sharing and
togetherness.” – Adelia (Beckett) Davis. (Lafayette, Colorado History:
Treeless Plain to Thriving City, Lafayette Historical Society, Curtis Media
Company, Dallas TX, 1990). Other recollections of the town included
gatherings at the various grocery and mercantile stores, which became
social hubs of the town. Supplies for the miners were stocked by the stores,
as well as groceries, coffee, crackers and cookies in wooden barrels, lard
that was sold by the pound, and of course, penny candy. Walk-in coolers
were cooled by ice produced from the pond at the northwest section of
Lafayette. Groceries were delivered by horse and cart, and later by a
Model-T Ford. Charles Scholes reportedly handled the baking in a coalfed brick oven, and made fried donuts on the coal-fed “monkey” stove.
Breads, cakes, pies, and cookies were produced each day. Clothing,
yard goods, shoes, and school supplies were also found the local stores.
The stores were also the distribution points for Government rations during
the Great Depression. Store owners would divide and distribute food for
the Lafayette residents.
The drug store located on E Simpson Street housed the pharmacy, the
homeopathic, and the physician and surgeon. Descriptions of a doctor’s
duties in Lafayette included such efforts as treating the typhoid epidemic
of 1902, traveling to the sick beds of miners and farmers, attending the
births of the community’s children, and going down mineshafts to care for
injured workers. One doctor reportedly chose to carry a six-shooter on his
hip during his rounds during the strike of 1910-1914. The Congregational
Church/Library on E Simpson Street served at the temporary hospital
during the influenza epidemic of 1918. Curanderas, or healers, were also
prevalent, particularly within the Hispanic/Latino community. The
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practices of the medical community of Lafayette did not change much
until the 1950s.
E Simpson Street continued to thrive as the Main Street of Lafayette until
the development of Public Road. Public Road may have begun a real
turn toward development after the road was paved for automobiles, and
the repeal of Prohibition allowed the saloons along the street to openly do
business, This spurred commercial development, with more businesses
catering to the automobile, with service stations, motels, and drive-in
restaurants opening on Public Road/US 287. Services and businesses that
were located on E Simpson Street began to move to the more modern
buildings closer to, and along Public Road, such as the plumbing and
heating business, and the doctors’ offices. The auto and truck changed
the use of the railroad as well, with less and less passenger traffic at the
station at the East end of E Simpson Street, and the last passenger train
completed service in 1950s. By the 1960s E Simpson became a quiet
residential street of the historic mining town of Lafayette.
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RESULTS
CONSTRUCTION DATES
East Simpson Street has several periods of construction. Many of the
original buildings of the 400-block were lost in a fire of 1904. The greatest
number of properties were built between 1900-1918. There are two postWWII houses that are over 50 years old.
1900 – 17
1905 – 5
1907 – 1
1908 – 2
1912 – 2
1914 – 1
1920 – 1
1940 – 1
1956 – 1
RECOMMENDATIONS
The East Simpson Street survey area has numerous structures from the
earliest development of the town of Lafayette that remain intact and
recognizable from the period of construction. The area has intrusions and
development over the last 100 years, but for the most part this is reversible
if there is interest within the community. With a strong preservation board,
a community interest in preservation as a tool for smart development, and
design guidelines that can allow new development to enhance the
established historic neighborhood, this street could not only enhance the
community, but become a heritage tourism destination, on par with
Breckenridge or Old Town Arvada. First steps include:
•

Encouraging owners to landmark their property by submitting
applications for local, state, and national designation, as
appropriate. Private owners of historic properties may qualify for
historic preservation tax credits, and publicly owned landmark
properties may be eligible for historic preservation grants.

•

Several buildings have changed since the original construction, and
building owners may require the assistance of the City of Lafayette
and/or the Lafayette Historic Preservation Board regarding how to
best identify and recover the critical elements lost over time.
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•

The properties listed for State (SRHP) and National (NRHP) Register
eligibility will require additional research for the specific history of
the property, as well as the preparation of the required
applications.

•

The City of Lafayette may also look into best practices for the
development of heritage tourism or destination tourism as it pertains
to the historic main streets in Colorado.

•

Lafayette could consider participation in the National Trust’s Main
Street program, beginning with the determination of whether E
Simpson Street would be eligible for the program.

•

Finally, it would be extremely advantageous for the City of
Lafayette to develop design guidelines for E Simpson, to allow new
construction to enhance its intact historic character rather than
detract from it.

As several commercial properties are already being developed, it will be
interesting to see how quickly the quiet street might become the bustling
town center it once was.
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CHART OF SURVEYED PROPERTIES
Date of
Construction:
1900
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948
Photo A
103 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL7559

Photo A
105 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL12668

__x_National
Register
__x_State
Register
__X_Lafayette
Register

Photo B
___Not eligible
The house is an intact example of the mining
community that is the origin of the City of
Lafayette. The historic materials and fabric of the
house remain intact with minimal intrusions. It is an
example of typical architecture from Colorado
mining camps and towns of the period.
__x_National
Date of
Construction: Register
1900
__x_State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__X_Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
1948
Photo B
___Not eligible

This is one of the original houses along E Simpson
Street and contributes to the historic character of
the neighborhood. The original owners and
subsequent owners were active in the
development of the community.
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Photo A
106 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL7561

Photo A
107 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL12669

Photo B

Date of
Construction:
1905
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948

_x__National
Register
_x__State
Register
__X_Lafayette
Register
___Not eligible

The house is an intact example of the original
mining community that is the origin of the City of
Lafayette. The historic materials and fabric of the
house remain intact with minimal intrusions. It is an
example of typical architecture from Colorado
mining camps and towns of the period. Myron
Padfield moved the house to this location from
the Gladstone mine.
__x_National
Date of
Construction: Register
1900
__x_State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__X_Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
1948
Photo B
___Not eligible

The house is an intact example of the original
mining community that is the origin of the City of
Lafayette. The historic materials and fabric of the
house remain intact with minimal intrusions. It is an
example of typical architecture from Colorado
mining camps and towns of the period.
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Photo A
109 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL12670

Photo A
200 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL7374

Photo B

Date of
Construction:
1900
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948

___National
Register
___State
Register
___Lafayette
Register
__X_Not
eligible

The original house located at 109 E Simpson was
one of the original building from the beginning of
the neighborhood. The owners were long-time
residents of the neighborhood and made
significant contributions to the development of
the community.
__x_National
Date of
Construction: Register
1900
__x_State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__X_Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
Photo B 1948
___Not eligible

The house is an intact example of the original
mining community that is the origin of the City of
Lafayette. The historic materials and fabric of the
house remain intact with minimal intrusions. It is an
example of typical architecture from Colorado
mining camps and towns of the period.
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Photo A
201 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL820

Photo A

Date of
Construction:
1907
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948

__x_National
Register
__x_State
Register
__X_Lafayette
Register

Photo B
___Not eligible
As the original Lafayette City Hall, this building is
arguably the most historically significant building
on the street. The original configuration of the
south façade was similar to other two story
commercial storefronts along E Simpson Street,
and was a contributor to the historic fabric of the
neighborhood. The stone rubble structure at the
rear of the property appears to be from the time
of construction of the main building. The front of
the building has been significantly altered, and no
longer contributes the historic character of the
street.
___National
Date of
Construction: Register
1956
___State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__X_Lafayette
Register
___Not eligible

202 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL12671

The house is over 50 years of age, and shows the
next phase of construction along E Simpson Street
after the coal-mining era ended.
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___National
Date of
Construction: Register
1920
___State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__X_Lafayette
Photo B:
Photo A
Photo B 1948
Register
204 E. Simpson St
The house is an intact example of the original
mining community that is the origin of the City of
Resource Number:
Lafayette. The historic materials and fabric of the
5BL12672
house remain intact with some intrusions. It is an
example of typical architecture from Colorado
mining towns of the period.
___National
Date of
Construction: Register
1900
___State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__X_Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
Photo B 1948
Photo A
___Not eligible

205 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL12673

The house is an intact example of the original
mining community that is the origin of the City of
Lafayette. The historic materials and fabric of the
house remain intact with minimal intrusions. It is an
example of typical architecture from Colorado
mining camps and towns of the period.
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Photo B
Photo A
206 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL7562

Date of
Construction:
1900
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948

___National
Register
_X__State
Register
__X_Lafayette
Register
___Not eligible

As one of the original parcels to be developed,
this property is significant to the history and
development of Lafayette. This location was the
home of William and Elizabeth Padfield while
George was the co-owner of the Gladstone mine.
The family was one of the original coal mine
owners in Lafayette, and was very important to
the initial development of the town. The daughter,
Violet Padfield, lived at this address until her death
in 1977.
___National
Date of
Construction: Register
1900
___State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__x_Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
1948
___Not eligible

Photo B
Photo A
207 E. Simpson St
This house served as the residence for two
different miners from the beginning of Lafayette’s
Resource Number:
history. Each made contributions to mining
5BL7375
heritage and to the development of the
community. The physical house is a significant
contribution to the historic character of E Simpson
Street.
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Date of
Construction:
1912
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948

_x__National
Register
__x_State
Register
__x_Lafayette
Register

___Not eligible
Photo B
Photo A
208 E. Simpson St
Iva Whipple was the co-owner and owner of the
business at 208 E Simpson while living next
Resource Number:
door at 208A E Simpson for 58 years.
5BL7564
_x__National
Date of
Construction: Register
1912
___State
Photo A:
Register
2014
_x__Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
1948
___Not eligible

Photo A
208A E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL7563

Photo A

Photo B
Iva Whipple was the co-owner and owner of the
business at 208 E Simpson while living next door at
208A E Simpson for 58 years.
Date of
Construction:
1940
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
Photo B 1948

___National
Register
___State
Register
__x_Lafayette
Register
___Not eligible

209 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL12674

This house represents the secondary phase of
construction along E Simpson Street, after the mining
phase of Lafayette’s history began to come to a close.
Although this building belongs to a different era than
the original mining community along E Simpson street,
it contributes to the history of the neighborhood and to
the city. of Lafayette.
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Photo A

Date of
Construction:
1900
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948

___National
Register
___State
Register
___Lafayette
Register

Photo B
__x_Not eligible
210 E. Simpson St
This building is part of the original main street
construction of Lafayette. One of the original
Resource Number:
owners was a miner in the local mine, and
5BL7565
contributed to the development of the
community. The bay window, the cupola and the
placement of the entrance and associated porch
have completely altered the historic building.
___National
Date of
Construction: Register
1908
__x_State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__x_Lafayette
Photo B:
Photo A
Photo B 1948
Register
___Not eligible

302 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL7566

This is the home of one of the long time residents
of the city of Lafayette, and the owner of the first
butcher shop. It is significant to the community
because of its resident, as well as for the integrity
of the structure.
__x_National
Date of
Construction: Register
1900
__x_State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__x_Lafayette
Register

Photo A
303 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL12675

___Not eligible

The building is associated with one of the original
mine owners of Lafayette, who was a person of
local importance, and who contributed to the
development of the city. The street is named after
the family. This was the first house on E Simpson St.
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Date of
Construction:
1900
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948

_x__National
Register
__x_State
Register
__x_Lafayette
Register
___Not eligible

Photo B
Photo A
304 E. Simpson St
This is one of the original commercial properties
from the earliest development of Lafayette. It
Resource Number:
served the neighborhood as the meat market.
5BL7567
_x__National
Date of
Construction: Register
1900
__x_State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__x_Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
1948
___Not eligible

Photo B
Photo A
304W E. Simpson St
This is one of the original commercial properties
from the earliest development of Lafayette.
Resource Number:
5BL7567
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Date of
Construction:
1905
Photo A:
2014
Photo A

___National
Register
___State
Register
__x_Lafayette
Register
___Not eligible

308 E. Simpson St

As the livery stable for the original town, the
building is significant to the development of the
Resource Number:
City of Lafayette. The commercial storefront still
5BL12677
retains some of the original historic character of
the neighborhood.
_x__National
Date of
Construction: Register
1900
__x_State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__x_Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
1948
Photo A
Photo B
___Not eligible
400 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL12678

One of the important first structures of the historic
downtown of Lafayette. The original structure
held the first bank, opened by Mary Miller. The
east portion of the north elevation is the last
remaining two-story structure of the historic
downtown, and it is of great significance to the E
Simpson neighborhood.

Gone

400 E. Simpson
(Original)

St The location of the original bank, the Lafayette
Bank, founded by Mary Miller and her sons in
1900. The bank failed in 1914 during the long
strike, and the Farmers State Bank moved into the
space in 1920, then merged with the First National
Bank before the building was destroyed by fire in
1922.
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Date of
Construction:
1905
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948

___National
Register
___State
Register
__x_Lafayette
Register
___Not eligible

Photo B

Photo A
401 E. Simpson St
The building represents the style of the town and
the period of construction during the beginning of
Resource Number:
the coal-mining era in the late 1800’s. The
5BL12679
entrance and parapet of the south façade
contribute to the significance of the historic
elements of E Simpson Street.
Date of
Construction:
1914
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948

__x_National
Register
__x_State
Register
_x__Lafayette
Register
___Not eligible

Photo B
Photo A
403 E. Simpson St
As the store operated by the United Mine Workers
of America during the long mining strike by the
Resource Number:
coal miners of Lafayette, this building housed an
5BL12680
important part of Lafayette mining history. The
structure itself has no remaining significant
features.
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Photo A

Photo B

Date of
Construction:
1908
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
1948

___National
Register
___State
Register
__x_Lafayette
Register
___Not eligible

408 E. Simpson St

The building at 408 E Simpson is the second
building at this location after the first burned in the
Resource Number:
fire along the 400 block of E Simpson. Originally
5BL12682
the building was a two-story structure. The first
story has remained a part of the E Simpson
commercial district since it was first constructed,
housing the company-mining store as well as
offices and lodging in the upstairs.
___National
Date of
Construction: Register
1905
___State
Photo A:
Register
2014
_x__Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
Photo
B
1948
Photo A
___Not eligible

409 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL12683

The house is an intact example of the original
mining community that is the origin of the City of
Lafayette. The house was part of the first
generation of framed houses to emerge from the
original mining community located along E
Simpson St. It is an example of typical architecture
from Colorado mining camps and towns of the
period. The original owner, James Webber Jr, also
made significant contributions to the
development of the commercial district.
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Gone

Photo B:
1948

405-407 E. Simpson St
Gone

Boarding House, lost in a fire in 1977.
Photo B:
1948

411 E. Simpson St
___National
Date of
Construction: Register
1905
___State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__x_Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
Photo B c1900
Historic Photo with
___Not eligible
unknown address,
Photo A
shop on the left (?)
414 E. Simpson St
The building at 414 E Simpson Street was part of
the original commercial center of Lafayette, and
Resource Number:
continues to contribute to the commercial
5BL7568
character of properties on the street. Many
elements of the original structure are still intact.
___National
Date of
Construction: Register
1900
___State
Photo A:
Register
2014
_x__Lafayette
Register

Photo A
418 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL12684

___Not eligible

This building is a significant part of the historic
commercial district found on E Simpson St, with
alterations that are greater than 50 years of age. It
was one of the original structures of the commercial
district of the Lafayette mining community and is well
documented in both photos and oral histories. The
original structure was two stories until the fire that
occurred the 400 block of E Simpson, in 1900.
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Date of
Construction:
1900
Photo A:
2014

___National
Register
___State
Register
_x__Lafayette
Register

Photo A
___Not eligible
420 E. Simpson St
This building is a significant part of the historic
commercial district found on E Simpson St, with
Resource Number:
alterations that are greater than 50 years of age.
5BL12685
It was one of the original constructions of the
commercial district of the Lafayette mining
community and is well documented in both
photos and oral histories. The original structure
was two stories until the fire that occurred the 400
block of E Simpson, in 1900.
___National
Date of
Construction: Register
1900
___State
Photo A:
Register
2014
__x_Lafayette
Photo B:
Register
Photo A
Photo B 1948
___Not eligible

424 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL7559

This building is a significant part of the historic
commercial district found on E Simpson St, with
alterations that are greater than 50 years of age.
It was one of the original constructions of the
commercial district of the Lafayette mining
community and is well documented in both
photos and oral histories. The original structure
was two stories until the fire that occurred in the
400 block of E Simpson, in 1900.
418-424 E. Simpson St, Photo from the early 1900’s,
before the fire in 1904. – View from the NE Corner.
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418-424 E. Simpson St, Photo from the early 1900’s,
before the fire in 1904 – North Elevation

Photo A

Date of
Construction:
1900
Photo A:
2014
Photo B:
Photo B
1948

___National
Register
___State
Register
___Lafayette
Register
_x__Not eligible

501 E. Simpson St
Resource Number:
5BL7559

Original building was Late Victorian
Commercial/Vernacular Victorian False Front
Commercial structure. The current building is a
modern storefront. The original structure was a
significant contribution to the historic E Simpson
Commercial center; however it has now been
altered so it no longer has any recognizable
elements that would contribute to the
significance of E Simpson Street.
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CHART OF RESOURCE NUMBERS FOR SURVEYED PROPERTIES
RESOURCE NUMBER

ADDRESS

5BL6725

501 E. Simpson St

5BL7374

200 E. Simpson St

5BL7375

207 E. Simpson St

5BL7559

103 E. Simpson St

5BL7561

106 E. Simpson St

5BL7562

206 E. Simpson St

5BL7563

208A E. Simpson St

5BL7564

208 E. Simpson St

5BL7565

210 E. Simpson St

5BL7566

302 E. Simpson St

5BL7567

304 E. Simpson St

5BL7567

304W E. Simpson St

5BL7568

414 E. Simpson St

5BL820

201 E. Simpson St

5BL12668

105 E. Simpson St

5BL12669

107 E. Simpson St

5BL12670

109 E. Simpson St

5BL12671

202 E. Simpson St
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5BL12672

204 E. Simpson St

5BL12673

205 E. Simpson St

5BL12674

209 E. Simpson St

5BL12675

303 E. Simpson St

5BL12677

308 E. Simpson St

5BL12678

400 E. Simpson St

5BL12679

401 E. Simpson St

5BL12680

403 E. Simpson St

5BL12682

408 E. Simpson St

5BL12683

409 E. Simpson St

5BL12684

418 E. Simpson St

5BL12685

420 E. Simpson St

5BL12686

424 E. Simpson St
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